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I started as applied mathematician, working in theoretical physics. My first research project was done under the 

supervision of Nobel Prize laureate professor Werner Heisenberg, who was about to retire as Director of the Max 
Planck Institute of Physics in Munich, and his successor professor Hans Peter Dürr. It was my diploma (“master”) thesis 
and it was a mathematical analysis of some aspects of Heisenberg’s “Einheitliche Feldtheorie” (Theory of Everything). I 
was awarded the highest mark for the thesis and the Diplom Physiker title. The most important outcome for me, 
however, was the realization that Heisenberg’s Theory of Everything must be wrong: Contrary to reason, the harder 
one worked on it, the less one understood. The insight that even a genius as Heisenberg could be wrong made it easier 
for me to apply the adage “to err is human” in my career and personal life. “To err is human” if often quoted, but much 
rarely practiced. Why it is so difficult admit mistakes psychologists finally explained with the theory of cognitive 
dissonance (see Tavris, C. and E. Aronson. Mistakes Were Made (but not by me) – Why We Justify Foolish Beliefs, Bad 
Decisions, and Hurtful Acts. Hartcourt, Inc. 2007.). 

I have been often reminded that even great scientists make mistakes. It happened again with my next supervisor. The 
coach of my first doctoral thesis, professor Erich Bagge, developed toward the end of his career theories of neutrinos and 
of cosmic rays that proved to be wrong. Bagge had done his PhD with Heisenberg, and he was, jointly with several Nobel 
Prize laureates, among the ten German scientists who were interned at Farm Hall in England after the Second World War 
(erroneously) suspected of having worked on a German atomic bomb. 

Only two years after finishing my first doctorate, when inspecting papers dealing with an unresolved paradox in 
quantum physics had caused much controversy between the Nobel Prize laureates Einstein on the one side, and 
Heisenberg and Born on the other side, I detected a mistake that had passed unnoticed in the published articles. The 
resulting article by Gonzalez and Wergeland eliminated the discrepancies, and our paper was quoted in a well-known 
book about the science and life of Einstein. 

The great physicist John Archibald Wheeler said that science was about making the necessary errors as fast as possible. 

My research has benefitted from the many mistakes that I have committed.  

To keep this statement of research as short as possible I do not dwell on my many errors – I stick rather to the benefits 
from making those errors and my learning from them, resulting in some papers that got recognition or had impact of 
sorts. 

During my career, which started in 1969, I have published in the areas of physics, polymer science, epidemiology, complex 

problem solving, instructional design, learning theory, ICT, system security and homeland security (critical infrastructure 
protection and emergency management). It goes without saying that multidisciplinary research covering science, 
technology, medicine, pedagogy, learning theory, ICT, security management and homeland security requires collaboration 
with scientists that are “domain experts” in such areas of science, technology, social and human sciences – at least in the 
initial stages when one is entering a new field. Thus, many of my publications are signed by several authors. My 
contribution has always been conceptualization and modelling – if an applied mathematician learns to ask the right 
questions when talking to experts in other areas it is difficult to develop models that can be solved analytically or 
numerically (e.g. by simulation).  
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In all areas one or more of my publications caused some impact. In the following I stick to those works and disregard 
the publications (a majority) that did not catch much attention. 

Critical infrastructure protection and Emergency management (2004-present) 
It started with a project (A Model-based Approach to Security Culture – AMBASEC), led by me, to study safety and 

security risks in the transition from traditional operations in the oil and gas sector to “eOperations” (now called 
Integrated Operations). The Research Council of Norway granted funding for a junior scientist (Eliot Rich) from the 
SUNY Albany, and for a post-doctoral and a PhD position. Working with a team from Norsk Hydro, which were running a 
pilot project in Integrated Operations, we developed a proactive risk theory that could be implemented as a system 
dynamics model and simulated. The merit of our approach was the articulation of the risk as a function of the resources 
allocated to the gradual introduction of new technology and work processes and to the generation of new knowledge. 
The two most influential papers were a conference paper at the IEEE conference HICSS’39 (Rich and Gonzalez 2006) and 
a journal article (Rich, Gonzalez et al. 2009).  

Our study of the risks in Integrated Operations caught interest among other scientists in Europe working on critical 

infrastructure protection (CIP). We initiated a collaboration on CIP with the University of Navarra, Spain, which resulted 
in several journal articles on critical infrastructure protection and emergency management, such as (Sarriegi, Sveen, 
Torres and Gonzalez 2008).  

Professor Jose M. Sarriegi from the University of Navarra and professor Denis Trcek from the University of Ljubljana, 
Slovenia, submitted a proposal to the European Programme for Critical Infrastructure Protection (EPCIP) that included 
my research group (Simulation Exercise to Manage Power Cut Crises – SEMPOC). Although Norway does not contribute 
to EPCIP, and thus in principle cannot be funded through this programme, the EC– after much insistence from 
professors Sarriegi and Trcek that the University of Agder had crucial knowledge for the project – did fund the 
participation of me and my former student Dr. Finn Olav Sveen, now in a post-doctoral position.  

We used ‘group model building’, a Delphi-like methodology where a team of modellers facilitate, elicit, conceptualize 
and articulate simulation models from fragmented, mostly tacit, knowledge of domain experts. The study resulted in 
several papers (Sveen, Rich et al. 2010; Hernantes, Laugé et al. 2011; Sveen, Hernantes, Gonzalez and Rich 2011).  

The most important outcome of the AMBASEC and SEMPOC projects was the interest elicited among prominent 
members of the International Community on Information Systems in Crisis Managements (ISCRAM). As a consequence, 
I was invited as keynote lecturer to the ISCRAM summer school. The ISCRAM network, which includes most of the world 
leading experts in emergency preparedness and management, proved extremely useful when the University of Agder 
selected my proposal to establish a Centre of Integrated Emergency Management as candidate for status as Centre of 
Excellence (Senter for Fremragende Forskning).  

ICT and Security (2001-present) 
Among my many papers on ICT and security, a conference paper on human factors in security (Gonzalez and Sawicka 

2002) attracted most attention and received most citations (53 citations so far). Perhaps more importantly, it led to 
invitations from many universities in Europe and the USA (including MIT, Carnegie Mellon, and SUNY Albany). A follow-
up paper was selected to be presented in the main plenary of the System Dynamics Conference in New York (Gonzalez 
and Sawicka 2003).  

A paper on insider threat (Melara, Sarriegui et al. 2003), with me listed as third author, originated in a case and a basic 

simulation model that I proposed during a workshop that we hold in Grimstad in the Spring of 2003. The case and the 
model were further developed by PhD student Melara, under the supervision by Sarriegi and me. The paper had quite 
an impact, since it was the first simulation model of an insider case. It led to an invitation to organize and lead a 
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workshop “System Dynamics Modeling for Information Security” at the Software Engineering Institute of Carnegie 
Mellon University (http://www.cert.org/research/sdmis/). It spanned several papers on insider threat in collaboration 
with Carnegie Mellon University and SUNY Albany and – as late as in 2010 – to an invitation to a prestigious Dagstuhl 
Seminar on insider threat. 

New learning and instructional design (1985-2006) 
My first paper on learning and problem solving appeared in 1985 in the proceedings of the first World Conference of 

Computers in Education (Gonzalez 1985). This paper attracted the attention of educational scientists in Germany and 
the USA.  

I started collaborations with scientists in social and human sciences on complex problem solving and learning (in 

particular in instructional design) that went on from 1986-2000. An article by the Grimstad group (Davidsen -- UiB, 
Gonzalez, Spector – then at Armstrong Labs, currently at the Univ. of North Texas, Muraida – Armstrong Labs, and 
Tennyson – Univ. of Minnesota) appeared in level-2 journal Computers in Human Behavior (Davidsen, Gonzalez et al. 
1995). This paper, along with publications in books, induced the use of the “Grimstad model for instructional design” in 
PhD summer schools at the University of Minnesota and at Utah State University for several years in the 1990’s and the 
beginning of the 2000’s. 

A paper (Gonzalez 1995), written by invitation of the editor of Machine-Mediated Learning Professor Alan Lesgold, 

Dean at School of Education, University of Pittsburgh, reported on simulation-based learning to prevent HIV-spread 
using a simulation-based tool developed by Gonzalez, Myrtveit and Vavik (AIMS – AIDS Information, Modification and 
Simulation). AIMS appeared in Norwegian, Danish, English, German and Spanish version was used in many educational 
institutions, including in medical faculties and national public health institutes (Norway, Germany, Spain, UK, USA). 

My last paper on learning and human behaviour developed a model based on a psychological theory of reinforcement 
and learning for human compliance (Gonzalez and Sawicka 2006). 

Epidemiology (1985-1990) 
Dr. med. Michael Koch, a friend from university days, was among the first who understood the threat of new the AIDS 

epidemic. He wrote a comprehensive monograph on AIDS as early as 1985. The persistent message from health 
authorities everywhere was “the AIDS agent only infects when infected blood enters the blood stream from uninfected 
people; only a small percentage of the infected develop AIDS, and the incubation period is about half a year.” Dale 
Lawrence at Centers of Disease Control, USA, studied AIDS patients who had been infected through infected blood 
products. It turned out that the average incubation period had to be much longer. The average incubation period was 
least five years, and the statistical distribution of incubation periods had a large standard average. My interest in 
musical acoustics, in particular of the role of ‘transients’ as key phenomena of tone timbre paid off. The paper “On the 
role of transients (biasing transitional effects) for the prognostic analysis of the AIDS effect”, which was published in the 
high-impact (level 2) American Journal of Epidemiology (Gonzalez and Koch 1987), caused impression. The article has 
been cited many times, including in articles in Science and Nature. The paper had practical consequences also, as the 
message from health authorities changed upon recognition of the misperceptions caused by the epidemiological 
transient. 

Polymer science (1974-1980) 
Conversations with Prof. Painter at NTH’s Dept. of Biochemistry in 1974-76 instigated modelling “cooperative 

reactions” in polymers. The approach used the oxidation of polymers consisting of two different units (monomers) in a 
sequence described by a second order Markovian chain, to derive the frequency of doublets, triplets, etc. The clue was 
the different reactivity of the monomers, depending on whether their neighbours had reacted. The exact mathematical 
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solution for polymers consisting of identical monomers was known (Gonzalez, Hemmer and Høye 1974). For polymers 
consisting of two or more different units the mathematics seemed intractable, and the exact solution was considered to 
be impossible. An insight made the problem simple to solve: Asking for the fraction of unreacted units yielded terms 
describing that two neighbouring units were unreacted. Since unreacted neighbours did not influence the reactivity of 
the unit in question, the unreacted units behaved as if they were single units that were not attached to the polymer. 
Iterating the procedure led to a weighted sum of chemical reactions on (virtual) single units. An exact mathematical 
solution emerged, which could be used to determine the sequential structure of carbohydrate polymers (guaran and 
locust bean gum) of special interest among other reasons because of their use in technology and as food additives. This 
led to a series of papers in J. Polymer Science, J. Chemical Physics, Macromolecules and Carbohydrate Research, all high 
impact journals in the field (Gonzalez and Hemmer 1976; Gonzalez 1977; Painter, Gonzalez and Hemmer 1979; 
Gonzalez and Painter 1980). Some of these papers are still being cited (several citations in 2008-2010). 

I got my second doctorate (a dr. techn. from NTNU) for my work on polymers (Gonzalez 1977). 

Physics (1969-1978) 
My first PhD thesis resulted in a publication in Nuclear Physics – a high impact journal at level 2 in the NSD database 

(Gonzalez 1969). 

One of my first publications in Norway appeared in at Det Kongelige Norske Videnskabers Selskab and the resulting 

paper quickly received attention and it still has generated attention as recently as 2008. Most importantly the paper 
was noticed by Abraham Pais, who studied with Nobel prize winner Niels Bohr in Copenhagen and later was Einstein’s 
colleague at the Institute of Advanced Study in Princeton. Pais quoted the Gonzalez & Wergeland paper first in an 
article in the level 2 journal Reviews of Modern Physics (Pais, A. 1979. Einstein and the quantum theory. Rev. Mod. 
Physics, 51, 863-914). Years later Pais quoted the paper again in his well-known book about the science and life of 
Einstein (Pais, A. 1982. “Subtle is the lord”: the science and the life of Albert Einstein, Oxford, Clarendon Press).  

Our paper (Gonzalez and Wergeland 1973) resolved the controversy that went on between Nobel Prize winners 
Einstein, Heisenberg, and Born and their collaborators Jordan and Fuchs, on the theory of fluctuations of the 
electromagnetic energy. After studying the original papers it became clear that the distinct positions were not related 
to the famous disagreement on the nature of quantum mechanics between Einstein on the one side, and the 
“Copenhagen” school on the other. It turned out that the transition to a continuum from a double sum over two indices 
i and j, where i ≠ j, had been done as an ordinary double integral. However, the condition that i and j should be 
different required that principal value should have been taken. Once this seemingly minor mistake was corrected, the 
different approaches used by Einstein, Heisenberg and Born did lead to the same formula. Further, the “divergences” 
(that is infinite results occurring in their papers – which were one of the many reasons that Einstein alleged for not 
accepting quantum mechanics) disappeared. 

Two papers by Gonzalez, Hauge and Hemmer (Gonzalez, Hauge and Hemmer 1975; Gonzalez, Hauge and Hemmer 

1975), which appeared in the level-2 journal Physical Review, resolved a difficulty in the new Wilson renormalization 
theory of critical phenomena. Critical phenomena denominate the study of substances near critical points, that is, the 
conditions (temperature, pressure, etc) at which a phase boundary ceases to exist. There are multiple types of critical 
points such as vapour-liquid critical points and liquid-liquid critical points. The Wilson theory has great importance and 
it led quickly (in 1982) to a Nobel Prize for Kenneth Wilson. 
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